In compliance with DepEd Order (DO) No. 8, s. 2013, this advisory is issued not for endorsement per DO 28, s. 2001, but only for the information of DepEd officials, personnel/staff as well as the concerned public.

(Visit www.depedcalabarzon.ph)

“CAMPAIGN FOR CHARACTER EDUCATION TENACITY (CACHET)”

The Alalay sa Pamilya at Bayan (APB) and the University of Asia and the Pacific (UA&P) have been advocating CACHET or Campaign for Character Education Tenacity in this New Normal time.

With the objective of providing an integral program mix from July 2020 to April 2021 to sustain character education development for students and teachers, CACHET Program is to implement 10 interventions monthly for students and teachers from public schools.

For School Year 2020-2021, CACHET is free of expenses and does not require in-person presence during the implementation of a.) Weekly Broadcast in Radio Veritas, Under Kato-Tahanan, b.) Weekly Letter to CACHET Family, c.) Monthly Virtual Assembly of Differentiated Groups of Students and Teachers, and d.) Adult and Peer Mentoring.

For further details see attached Letter from Mr. Antonio N. Torralba along with the Schedule of Activities for CACHET Saturday Zoom Get-Togethers

Participation to this activity is subject to the observance of DepEd Order No. 9, s. 2005 which stipulates compliance to the No Disruption of Classes Policy, and with the Zero Collection Policy of the department.
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“EXCELLENCE is a CULTURE and QUALITY is a COMMITMENT”
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